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A Love Story 
By Carol Kaemper 
The following article 
was based on an in-
terview that took 
place in September of 
2007. 
"We met," said LaMoine Carpenter, "when I was still 
in high school and John had graduated two years be-
fore. He had started coming to my church in Am-
herst, TX, because it was the closest church to where 
he lived in Littlefield." 
"Are you going to let me tell the story?" said John 
with his eyes twinkling. "There never has been any-
one else for the two of us. We always knew we were 
the ones for each other." They both completed college 
at McMurry in 1937. 
John had planned to seek admission to the New 
Mexico Annual Conference in October, but the presid-
ing elder in Abilene, Clyde Long, sought him out and 
asked him if he would consider serving the Anson 
charge for one year. John accepted and less than a 
week after they were married, the couple arrived at 
their new home. 
"On our first night in the parsonage, we lay down 
on the bed, some slats fell out and dumped us on the 
floor, and we lay there and watched the stars through 
holes in the roof' 
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They also soon discovered that the previous pastor 
had started, but not finished, work on an indoor 
bathroom, and had sold the outhouse to a neighbor! 
Before leaving, he had also collected from the parish 
all they could contribute for pastoral support through 
November. 
"By the time we went to Conference in November" 
John said, "Clyde long was kind enough to realize 
that I had made a bad deal, and he agreed to release 
me so that I could take Roy." 
John and LaMoine remember their years in Roy, 
NM, where Marilyn was born, and In Clint, when 
Jean was born, as the most tender and rewarding 
times of their ministry. "We were so young, " LaMoine 
explains, "and those wonderful people were like par-
ents to us. And, of course, having babies during those 
years, brought everyone close to us." Although many 
friends are gone, there are still friends who remain to 
this day and with whom they keep in touch. 
LaMoine proudly noted that Clint celebrated their 
1 OOth anniversary on September 23 of this year 
[2007]. They would love to have been there to greet 
their friends had it been possible, but their hearts 
were certainly in Clint in celebration of the church 
they had loved. 
On December 7, 1941, John returned to Clint from 
a Church Council meeting at Trinity in El Paso where 
he served as District Director of Youth Work. When 
he greeted LaMoine, she told him about Pearl Harbor. 
All through his four years at Clint, John had been ac-
tively seeking a charge near Perkins in Dallas because 
he had always intended to go to seminary after gradu-
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ating from college. However, after seeing young men 
from their little community being called to serve their 
country, John felt there was a need for a preacher to 
go along. He wrote to the Methodist Commission on 
Chaplains and made application for the Chaplaincy. 
John talked with a good friend, Harvey Carrell, 
pastor at Anthony, and along with La Moine and Mil-
dred, Harvey's wife, drove to Washington "in the Ply-
mouth." When they returned home, both ministers 
received word of their Ecclesiastical Endorsement," 
meaning that the Methodist Commission had referred 
them to the General Commissions on Chaplains and 
their names had been given to the Department of the 
Army. 
Ironically while John was awaiting his orders in 
Clint, a student charge in Dallas became available. 
He said he didn't want to turn down his commission 
before he even received it, so that particular career 
path was never realized. 
On June 18, 1943, he received orders to report to 
"ChSch, Harvard Univ, Cambridge, Mass, for tempo-
rary duty pending further orders." Leaving LaMoine 
and their two daughters in Amherst, John entered 
Chaplain School. 
John remembers how everyone wanted to be as-
signed to the Army Air Corps (the precursor to today's 
Air Force), but he was instead assigned to the 94th In-
fantry Division located in Phillips, Kansas (near Sa-
lina). 
Some of the hardest work John did in the Army 
was during the time of maneuvers, when combat 
training was carried out under some pretty harsh 
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conditions. Soon after arriving at Camp Phillips, 
John's unit began a thirty-mile march to the desig-
nated area, the Tennessee Maneuver Area. Surviving 
that portion of his duty, John traveled to Camp 
McCain, Mississippi, near Granada. 
On leave, John returned to Amherst, preached a 
sermon on November 28, 1943 at the little church 
where John and LaMoine met, packed up the family 
into the Plymouth and set out for his return trip to 
Camp McCain. 
Housing was an immediate concern, and John 
contacted the Methodist preacher in Granada. There 
was a little church in Holcomb that needed a pastor 
he was told. The little town was only 15-20 miles west 
of Granada. Perhaps they would allow John and his 
family to rent the parsonage, suggested the Granada 
preacher. John thought it was worth a try, and was 
told that, yes, if he could preach in their church, the 
family could live in the parsonage, but only until they 
received a preacher. John agreed to the terms. 
Not only did the little parsonage house John's fam-
ily, but also another family, Captain Ralph Watkins, 
his wife Clara, and her father, Mr. Stone. The Wat-
kins had two children about the same ages as the 
Carpenter's girls, and everyone got along very well. 
John describes, " ... we enjoyed living together- nine of 
us." 
Soon, a pastor for the Holcomb church was found 
and John and LaMoine went out to look for another 
place to stay. They found rooms available in Calhoun 
City, 40 miles east of Granada. By June 1, 1944, the 
Division was packing up for Port of Embarkation, and 
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John took LaMoine and the girls to Lubbock where 
her folks lived. 
On D-Day, June 6, 1944, they attended a prayer 
service in Lubbock at First UMC. Fearing for their 
friend, Harvey Carrell, they were relieved to learn that 
he had not been in the first wave of D-Day. LaMoine 
drove the Plymouth to the bus station as she and the 
girls wanted to see John off to war as he boarded the 
bus for Granada, Mississippi. John rode in the back 
of the bus so he could see his family and they could 
see him wave goodbye. 
John says that the attack on the World Trade Cen-
ter on September 11, 2001, brought "flashbacks" to 
both of them as they saw wives kissing their hus-
bands goodbye. 
A few days after John's return to Camp McCain, 
the Division went first to Camp Shanks, NY, and then 
shipped out on the Queen Elizabeth. The Queen was 
faster than a battleship, and it took five days to sail 
into the Firth of Clyde in Scotland. From there, they 
moved to London and then to Chippenham in Wilt-
shire. As the Division was scheduled to cross the 
Channel, they sailed from South Hampton on Sep-
tember 4, 1944, on the Lucien B. Maxwell, a World 
War I Liberty Ship. 
John remembers that he had never heard of 
Lucien B. Maxwell or the Maxwell Land Grant, some 
1,714,765 acres, extending north and east from Las 
Vegas, NM, even though Roy, NM, is only a few miles 
from there. John's fascination with New Mexico his-
tory as well as the history of the Methodist Church in 
NM may have begun from that early discovery about 
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the name of the ship that transported him across the 
English Channel into France. 
John isn't sure why it took four days to cross the 
English Channel when it had taken five days to cross 
the Atlantic Ocean, but he attributes it to active Ger-
man aircraft, waiting for the submarines to be cleared 
out, or perhaps a drunken skipper. He did remember, 
however, that there was a ship sunk in the Channel 
not long after his ship crossed successfully. 
John was assigned to Special Troops while still in 
England, and he was attached to the Headquarters 
Company of his Division. He preached a sermon on 
September 10, 1944, in a service near St. Mere Eglise 
that was attended by both the Forward and Rear 
Echelon of the Division. John preached from the text, 
Acts 17:23. " .... this I proclaim to you, that the God 
who made the world .. . gives to all men life, and 
breath, and everything." 
The 94th was attached to the Ninth Army and was 
given a mission to contain the little villages of St. 
Nazaire and Lorient, port cities on the west coast of 
Brittany that look west to the Atlantic Ocean. John's 
assignment was to travel to wherever any of the spe-
cial units of the Division might be. He had free use of 
his Jeep, called the ANN JEAN, and kept in touch 
with the situation maps. 
He also checked the casualty lists and one day 
found Ralph Watkins on the list. Captain Watkins's 
'T' Company had been fighting from fox holes full of 
snow and ice and there had been many fatal casual-
ties. It turned out that Captain Watkins had been 
flown out to England with ·frozen feet. John said he 
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was actually happy to learn that his buddy "only'' got 
his feet frozen! 
The following letter from the Headquarters Third 
U.S. Army, Office of the Chaplain, APO 403, dated 19 
February 1945, reads: 
Lt. Colonel Gilbert H Woodward in his endorse-
ment on your January Monthly Report writes: 
"I wish to take this opportunity to officially commend 
Chaplain CARPENTER for his work during recent months. " 
"For a four months' period the units of the Special Troops 
were so separated that it was necessary for Chaplain CAR-
PENTER to travel 320 miles each Sunday in order to hold 
services for the three units which were 160 miles apart. This 
he did each Sunday without fail. In addition to Sunday ser-
vices, the Chaplain made frequent visits to these units. His 
fidelity and conscientious service were greatly appreciated 
and these sentiments have been mentioned by the com-
manders concerned on several occasions. 
"Since change of location in which this division has been 
placed in more active combat Chaplain Carpenter has con-
tinued to operate in the field in order to serve all the units of 
Special Troops regardless of their location, or the physical 
effort required, or the exposure to which he was subjected." 
Congratulations on this fine commendation. 
Sincerely yours, 
(sigJ 
JAMES H. O'NEILL 
Chaplain (Colonel), U.S. Army 
The Third U.S. Army Chaplain 
By March 30, 1945, John preached his Good Fri-
day service in the recreation hall of a German Army 
training camp in Baumholder. The troops took 
Ludwigshafen, then north to the Ruhr River in Krefeld 
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which is where they were on VE-Day, the end of the 
war in Europe. Their Division was then sent to Dus-
seldorf and finally to Czechoslovakia to do occupation 
duty until Russia was to take over. While in Czecho-
slovakia, John received the Bronze Star Medal 
through orders issued on June 28, 1945, reading: 
AWARD OF THE BRONZE STAR MEDAL 
Chaplain (Captain) JOHN L. CARPENTER, 0525651, 
Corps of Chaplains, Headquarters Special Troops, 94th Infan-
try Division, United States Army, for meritorious service in 
connection with military operations against an enemy of the 
United States in France and Germany from 2 September 
1944 to 24 March 1945. With outstanding skill and deep un-
derstanding, Chaplain CARPENTER has met the spiritual 
needs of the widely scattered individuals of Special Troops. 
Quietly and conscientiously he ministered to the thousands 
of reinforcements clearing through the rear echelon during 
the months of January, February, and March. Despite the 
distractions of combat operations the men have remained 
faithful to his services in testimony of their regard for him 
and his efforts in their spiritual behalf. Chaplain CARPEN-
TER'S sincere concern for the welfare of the men both spiri-
tually and physically, reflects the highest of credit upon him-
self and the military service. 
In January 1945, John's youngest brother, LeRoy, 
died. Because his mother was so distraught, John's 
father asked the Red Cross and if they could assist in 
getting John a compassionate leave to come home. 
John was directed to return to the United States in 
July. In August of that year, he was given orders to 
report to the Reception Center No. 10 in Fort Sam 
Houston, Texas. 
When John arrived in the U. S. around the middle 
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of August, he was wearing four battle stars and a 
Bronze Star and people were in the streets, honking 
horns and flying flags. The war was over. 
After reporting to Fort Sam Houston, John left for 
Amherst where he preached on September 9 . Orders 
for separation were more easily handled at Jefferson 
Barracks, MO, as the Separation Center at Fort Sam 
was bogged down. John was released in time to go to 
the New Mexico Annual Conference scheduled to meet 
in Artesia on October 10-14. 
John writes, "On the whole, my Army service was 
an interesting, educational and enriching experience. 
I don't think that any college, seminary or occupation 
could have done so much to teach me about persons, 
ethics and values, as did my Army experience. In the 
Army, I was not a "preacher." I was a Chaplain and 
an Officer. I gained respect from officers and men, not 
by my ministerial title, but by my words and actions. 
I wish that every minister could find that kind of edu-
cation." 
Following his military service, John went to the 
upper valley of El Paso, where he built a church that 
he named St. Mark's UMC. When asked why he chose 
that name, he said because he believed Mark to be 
the first one to see the risen Christ. The church, ac-
cording to John, has become the largest church in 
the Conference, but it was started on two acres of cot-
ton patches with a shoveL His next appointment was 
in Silver City (1947-1950) where a new church was 
needed. There were two more children born in Silver, 
Johnny and Danny. Then, from 1951 to 1955, he 
built Trinity UMC in Albuquerque. 
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From 1955 to 1957 he served in the cabinet under 
Bishop Angie Smith, as the Clovis District Superin-
tendent. Then he served for five years at St. John's 
UMC in Santa Fe, NM. From there, he went to As-
bury UMC in El Paso, followed by First UMC in Carls-
bad. 
John's last appointment (1966-1968) was to First 
UMC in El Paso, a downtown church that was strug-
gling to survive but didn't want to give up. There were 
very few members and John decided that as their 
pastor, he would visit everyone on the membership 
list. However, he found that there were people on the 
list who weren't members after all. 
He returned somewhat discouraged and went to 
visit Brodace Elkins, the minister at Trinity UMC, 
also a downtown church in El Paso. John and Bra-
dace had many meetings, exploring the possibility of 
the two churches merging, while respecting the fact 
that the members of First UMC really didn't want to 
move. Bishop Alsie Carlton held two Charge Confer-
ences that year, taking a vote from each congregation 
on the feasibility of a merger. Local churches have full 
authority, and an affirmative vote resulted. First 
Church UMC would merge with Trinity UMC to be-
come Trinity-First UMC, and the physical move would 
be from First to Trinity. The merger was effective in 
August 1979. 
John served Trinity-First under appointment as 
Associate Pastor until he retired May 10, 1980. After 
retirement, he continued to serve Trinity-First, not 
under Episcopal appointment, but by arrangement 
with the Pastor and the Administrative Board, until 
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May 1985. 
John's retirement came at a good time to consider 
many questions. What would the old First UMC 
building be used for in the time that it would take to 
sell it? The Conference needed a location for the Ar-
chives, and an Archivist. 
John had long been interested in the story of 
Methodism in New Mexico, and was asked to deliver a 
brief history of Methodism in New Mexico during the 
1976 Annual Conference. His research actually re-
sulted in a resolution that renumbered the sessions 
of the Annual Conference to begin with the first mis-
sion conference of the MEC in 1876. He also suc-
ceeded in adding to the honored dead the names of 
those from the MEC and the United Brethren. Before 
that time that historical list had recognized only those 
from the MECS, and did not even include Thomas 
Harwood! 
Rev. David Shaw, Chairman of the NMAC Commis-
sion on Archives and History, wanted the Conference 
to hire a professional Archivist, but there wasn't the 
money to do that, and although John knew nothing 
about being an Archivist he was willing to learn, and 
he was available. So he traveled to Junaluska for ar-
chivist training and returned to El Paso to the task of 
sorting and cataloging the many boxes of material 
that had accumulated over time. 
John then set up an accession and filing system 
for tracking and retrieving all the books and docu-
ments collected over the years. He also created many 
of the basic tools for research that are still in use to-
day. His work continued until 1985, when the build-
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ing in El Paso was sold and the archives were moved 
to Albuquerque. They are currently located at the NM 
Conference Office at 11816 Lomas NE, Albuquerque, 
NM. 
As of this writing, John and LaMoine are living in 
a retirement home in Albuquerque, a city where their 
daughters, Marilyn and Jean, also reside. John looks 
at LaMoine with the most loving expression in his 
eyes. And when asked whether she minded moving 
so much in their married life, LaMoine looked sur-
prised at the question. "Why, no, I never minded. Be-
ing with John was where I wanted to be; it never mat-
tered where that was as long as we were together." 
John Carpenter passed away on March 22, 2008. 
LaMoine still lives at the Woodmark at Uptown in Albu-
querque. This article is published with the full permis-
sion of the family. 
The Chaplain Flag and Communion Set used by John 
Carpenter during WWII are now in the Archives. 
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"A Picture that hangs in the Hotel St James in Cimarron 
that is said to be that of Franklyn J Tolby and his wife" 
.Family Ties-Part 2 
The letters of the Rev. F .J. Tolby 
by Rev. Matthew Gary, March 3, 2008 
Introduction 
The Cimarron United Methodist Church of Cimar-
ron, New Mexico has one of the most interesting and 
one of the oldest histories of Methodism anywhere in 
the New Mexico Conference. Cimarron was the home 
station of the frrst Methodist pastor and circuit rider 
to be martyred for his stand for justice for the people 
he lived among. 
The Rev. F.J. Tolby was assassinated on September 
14, 187 5 near the confluence of Clear Creek and the 
Cimarron River in Colfax County New Mexico. His 
death precipitated a bloody war in the struggle for 
possession and control of the land. The fight was be-
tween settlers and at least two other powerful factions 
- those managing and owning the Maxwell Land 
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Grant property and those seeking to overthrow those 
managers and owners. The battle, over the Maxwell 
Land Grant- the largest single tract of personal prop-
erty in North America, preceded the Lincoln County 
War by nearly five years. 
The following letters were written by Franklin 
James Tolby to family members. These letters show a 
very personal side of a man that faced the adversities 
of the wild western frontier. We are blessed to have 
copies of these letters collected by Charlotte Fitzner. 
In 1988, Charlotte Fitzner wrote a History if the 
Cimarron United Methodist Church for their 75th An-
niversary celebration. In her research, she acquired 
photocopies of four letters written by the late Rev. 
F.J. Tolby- the third Methodist Circuit Rider as-
signed to serve the area surrounding Cimarron, New 
Mexico. The letters were from Dorothy Haan, the 
Grand-daughter of Mary Tolby Smith and Erastus 
Smith, (who were married after the death of F.J.) and 
together had two sons (one of which was Haan's Fa-
ther). 
In Part I, we read of the situation that the Tolby 
family were moving in to live and serve the mission 
church and local congregations of Cimarron and 
Elizabethtown, New Mexico. The first letter from Cim-
arron describes their home and the mountain envi-
rons of northem New Mexico. Tolby compares Colfax 
County to his native Indiana, and the absence of 
many fevers and diseases in testimony to New Mex-
ico's dry, cool mountains. He even boasted of the high 
quality of the frrewood- cedar, juniper, and pil~on. 
In this second installment are two more letters from 
Rev. F.J. Tolby. Both of these letters are to his niece, 
Miss Lizzie Louth, a.k.a. Ann Elizabeth Louth, the 
daughter of Sarah Mariah Tolby Louth, FJ's sister. In 
them, we will read of the territory's fertile valleys and 
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superlative agricultural production in the Mesilla Val-
ley, and of the worries of a husband and father for the 
safety of his family from the Native Americans strug-
gling to retain their land and way of life. 
Part Two 
Cimarron, NM April 7, (74 
My Dear Niece; Your welcome letter was received 
some days since. We are in our usual health. We 
are still residing in this city. It is now a little 
more than three months since our arrival here, 
and we have, as results thus far, an organized 
church of five members and a Sunday School 
which has numbered as high as fifty. A part of 
our Sunday School can speak scarcely a word of 
English. Ours is the most satisfactory Sunday 
school that I have ever superintended; the little 
Mexicans seem to take a deep interest in the 
study of the Bible, and the Americans study the 
Berean lessons without complaining that they 
have not time to leam them, as I often heard 
them do in "the States". We are encouraged with 
the .future prospect in this beautiful country. We 
have had very few cold days this winter, and it 
is considered by the old settlers the coldest for 
seven years past. The Rocky Mountains, as they 
enter this territory, spread out into the Sierra 
Madre; yet not so as to prevent constructing 
good roads and having convenient access to all 
important points. The valleys in many cases are 
exceedingly fertile; I know of a valley which has 
been cultivated about two hundred years, and 
which still produces good crops; and yet the in-
dolent Mexicans who own it have never hauled a 
load of fertilizers on it. The agricultural lands in 
this territory consist of valley lands and park 
lands; of course you know what valley lands 
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are; but the park lands you may not so well com-
prehend. Let me describe; you go into a valley; 
you discover a creek flowing down from among 
the mountains; you follow up towards the source 
ofthat stream; you find a tract of levelland in 
the midst of the mountains and surrounded by 
the mountains; this is a park. A large portion of 
the surface of this territory is mountainous; and 
many of the mountains are full of silver, iron, 
copper, and coal, gold exists in large quantities 
in the Moreno Mountains which are near us. I 
preach once in two weeks in the Moreno mining 
camps. The climate is very different in different 
parts; in the valleys cattle live on the wild grass 
through the winter, in the parks excellent grass 
grows but is more likely to be covered by snow 
in the winter. The winters are warm, the sum-
mers cool. The elevation of the country is very 
great, otherwise it would be much warmer. In 
some parts of the territory fruits can be produced 
as nowhere else on this side of the Pacific coast. 
In the Mesilla valley, a root graft planted ten 
years ago is now an apple tree twelve inches in 
diameter and yields forty bushels of apples. In 
the valley of the Rio Grande, we produce wine 
as good, perhaps, as any produced in France. 
Grapes flourish in many parts of the Rio Grande 
valley; of this I am assured by Hon. J.G. Palen, 
Chief Justice ofthis territory. !presume this is 
better country for grapes than any of the States 
east of it. In some parts of the territory fruits can 
not be raised at all. The best part of the territory 
for fruit is the Southern part; there winter is 
warmer and the summer not cool enough to in-
jure the fruit. Any man can find in one part or 
another of this territory what he wants in the 
way of a country. We never have ague or malar-
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ial fevers in New Mexico. If one who has weak 
lungs comes to this territory before tubercular 
consumption has commenced, it is believed that 
he will, almost invariably, get well. In the Mesilla 
valley, land in abundance can yet be had by 
homesteading, and Mexican ranches can be 
bought for little more than entrance price. I will 
send your Pa some of our N. Mexico newspapers. 
Our love to all. 
Very respectfully, Your Uncle Frank 
[Notes in margins of first page.] 
It would amuse you to hear Rachie speak Span-
ish words. 
Rachie has just kissed me, saying that she 
kissed me instead of kissing Aunt Sat. because 
she could not kiss her. She now tells me to write, 
«come here Aunt Sat. and then I will kiss you". 
[Other note incomplete in the photocopy provided of 
letter.] 
The following letter relates the concerns Tolby had 
about the dangers of many of the Indian raids they 
sustained in this frontier community. Some may fmd 
it unsettling that a Methodist Episcopal minister 
would also own and consider using a firearm, but 
Rev. Harwood's diary also records the fact that he too 
often carried a revolver for personal defense in his cir-
cuit rides on horseback. 
Cimarron, N. M., July 2 9, '7 4 
My Dear Niece: Not having heard from you for a 
good while, I have thought that I would write 
again to say that we are still in our usual health, 
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and alive notwithstanding Indian hostilities. The 
hostile bands have not been nearer than twelve 
miles of our town. They have killed about thirty 
of our people, and have driven off many horses 
and mules; but we think that we have them 
now, under control. I furnished dispatches to the 
Inter-Ocean in which you may learn particulars. 
Our church-work is not much changed since last 
writing. The Indians, resident in our (Colfax) 
County, remained friendly and assisted us in 
the war. We feel comparatively safe now, and 
hope that we shall have no further trouble with 
the Indians who recently made war on our 
county. The Indian war has raged along hun-
dreds of miles along ofthe South-western border 
on which Cimarron stands. The Indians are 
afraid to attack houses; therefore no one has 
been killed in a house. They know that the men 
of this border are not to be trifled with, therefo7·e 
a house could hardly be taken without an Indian 
being killed, and they do not take such chances; 
but if they can catch a man out herding his cattle 
or sheep or traveling on the road, they kill him. 
For several days, we lived in apprehension of an 
attack on any evening or morning; at such times, 
they make their attacks, usually. At the hour of 
retiring, I made my arrangements for battle, with 
as much care as I ever exercised on the field of 
battle. One evening when we had put the chil-
dren in bed and Mary had lain down by them, 
and when I was about ready to extinguish the 
light in our room, it was discovered that I had 
forgotten to bring into the room as usual, a cer-
tain weapon of defense; Rachie thought that 
would not do, and sdi.d, ((Papa, if you do not 
bring in your 'volver, the first thing you know 
you will see that some big Indian will get your 
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girls". Rachie is quite a bright little girl and 
grows more beautiful every year. She directs me 
to write to you that she loves Sabbath School, 
knows a portion of the alphabet, prays every 
day, and has a new chromo, and loves you. Lit-
tle Gracie is large of her age, fat as a china pig, 
and is very much like Rachie. We have delightful 
summer weather in New Mexico. The summers 
are as much cooler that the summers in Indiana, 
as the winters are warmer. We have very few 
house-flies; I saw one on my table this morning, 
at breakfast. The country is very beautiful; I 
think it will make me as strong as an ox. Who-
ever has weak lungs in which tubercules have 
not yet formed, should come to New Mexico. 
Please write soon. 
To Miss Lizzie Louth. 
very truly, F.J. Tolby 
Yours 
P. S. Have you heard from Mary Henderson of 
late? Mary- that is, my Mary, will write Nannie, 
soon; she would have written long ago, but for 
the fact that the babies require about all her 
time. Give Nannie our regards and tell her that 
we should be glad to receive letters from her of-
ten. Say to that <'fine boy" that I am coming to 
see him, sometime. Yours etc, F.J. T. 
It may seem that the letters reflect what today we 
would consider a particular bias or prejudice toward 
native American and Mexican individuals. The refer-
ences here lack an underlying intentional demeaning 
nature or attitude, however, as witnessed by his fond-
ness for the students in his Sunday School. He 
clearly drew a distinction between the "hostile bands" 
of Indians, and others who lived nearby . Tolby is also 
remembered for his effort to establish a reservation 
for the native population while others were trying to 
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force the nearby tribes to move to Colorado. 
At the same time, the letters still reveal a certain 
arrogance of the white settlers and frontier people 
that come to the New Mexico Territory to bring their 
culture and their faith to the native residents who al-
ready had a heritage many generations old in this 
land. It reminds us that in our current outreach to 
others we should try to meet people as equals first 
and then share our story. 
These letters from F .J. Tolby, show a personal side 
to a committed minister of the Gospel. They describe 
a way of life quite different from today. We know 
about Tolby's sacrifice while standing on principle for 
the truth and against the tyranny of oppression upon 
those who sought to live peaceably in a hostile and 
emotionally charged environment. We forget some-
times that Tolby, and others like him, left a familiar 
and comfortable life back east to spread the word of 
God to the people in northern New Mexico. Some of 
them would have lived longer if they had not come. 
This clearly was the mission field in those days, and 
the work was hard and dangerous. 
Today, it still remains a mission field as new gen-
erations arise who remain ignorant of God's message. 
Tolby and the other early circuit riders began a tradi-
tion of Methodist preachers in New Mexico that we 
should honor and never forget. 
Resources 
Rev. Franklin James Tolby, personal letters. 
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On The Motive for Tolby's Assasination 
By Thomas Harwood 
The reader will remember that I spent a Sabbath 
with Mr. Tolby on my way east. He told me at that 
time about a pistol fight he had witnessed in which a 
Mexican had shot an American. The American fell. 
"The Mexican rushed upon him and would have killed 
him likely if I had not stopped him," said Mr. Tolby. 
Mr. Tolby seemed wonderfully wrought up over this 
case and said, "I intend to go before the grand jury at 
the next court and have the fellow indicted if I possi-
bly can,' He did so. Mr Tolby was the only witness. 
Now this Mexican knowing that Mr. Tolby, the Protes-
tant heretic, as we were commonly called those days 
and still are, was the only one who could appear as a 
witness against him, how natural it was he should try 
to get that witness out of the way. To kill Mr. Tolby or 
get him killed was the only way to destroy that evi-
dence. This man was a captain of a band of Peni-
tentes. He had a friend, I think a nephew, carrying 
the horseback mail between Cimarron and Elizabeth-
town on the same road that Mr. Tolby had to take in 
his appointment. How natural that he should arrange 
with this friend of his to do the deed. But it is said 
that a Mexican must always have an accomplice aid 
him in any bad deed. This suggests the idea of the 
Taos man who was known to have been over from 
Taos at about that time. 
Suffice it to say that the three men named above 
lost their lives. 
Harwood, Thomas. History of New Mexico Spanish and English 
Missions of the Methodist Episcopal Church. vol I. Albuquerque, 
NM, El Abagado Press, 1908. p 268. 
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The English Work of the MEC in Hillsboro, Lake 
Valley, & Kingston 
By Rev. Willard Steinsiek, 2008 
Kingston 1900, courtesy of the Black Range Lodge 
In the late 1800's the mining camps in the black 
range of southern New Mexico were wild places where 
you might h~ve run into the likes of Butch Cassidy, 
Sundance K1d and Black Jack Ketchem, known visi-
tors to Kingston. On Virtue Street in Kingston, rather 
than a church, you would find the brothel. The 
nearby communities of Hillsboro and Lake Valley 
were hardly more civilized. 
. H~llsboro, New Mexico, began as a mining commu-
nity m 1877, after the discovery of gold in the area. 
Thomas Harwood noted that he first preached in 
Hillsboro in 1878, when it would have been little more 
than a tent city. By 1880 the town "had four salons 
four grocety stores, and a post office." That year Th~­
mas Harwood was said to have preached on Thanks-
giving Day in one of the saloons, "which had been 
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'1 
placed at his disposal for the time being". 
Daly, later called Lake Valley for the dry lake beds 
nearby, was the site of a remarkable discovery in 
1878. Discovered by a blacksmith named John 
Leavitt, it was called the Bridal Chamber - a hollow in 
the hillside with walls of solid silver so pure that it 
was shipped directly to the Denver mint without the 
need of any processing. It was a find worth well over 
2. 75 million dollars. Within a few years the popula-
tion of Lake Valley grew to 4000. 
Kingston was originally called Percha City after a 
creek nearby where silver was found in 1882. The 
town quickly grew from 1800 people in 1882 to over 
7000 as mines opened up in the hills. One of those 
mines, the Iron King, gave the town its new name. Of 
Kingston it is said that by the time the first church 
was built, the ratio was one church to 22 saloons. 
Hillsboro is first listed as "to be supplied" along 
with "Daly" at the 1882 Conference of the NM Mis-
sion. It remained so until the appointment of J A 
Hardenbrook in 1884. At that time they described it 
as a "new and hard work in the midst of the mining 
country." Of J A Hardenbrock they noted, "He is do-
ing a good work. Shows a good deal of energy in walk-
ing, much of the time to his appointments, a distance 
frequently of twelve and twenty miles." He stayed un-
ti11885, serving Hillsborough, Lake Valley and King-
ston. 
The area was left without a Methodist preacher for 
~year, and the following year the report noted, "This 
1s an important circuit ... Kingston has, during the 
year, enjoyed a great boom in silver mining, over 
$300,000 dollars having been taken from one mine 
within six months. It has a present population of 
about 1200, Hillsboro 200 and Lake Valley 250, and 
not a preacher of the gospel living in the country. We 
have a man for the place ready to go at once." 
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That man was N W Chase, who was appointed to 
Kingston late in 1886, where a small Sunday School 
of about 45 students had already been created. With-
out a building "Brother Chase had to preach in a 
lodgeroom, or schoolroom as opportunity afforded. 
Among the people there was little observance of the 
Sabbath, or regard for religion. For months brother 
and sister Chase toiled on, amidst such discourage-
ments as seemed to make success impossible. At last 
faith in God won the victory. A church was organized 
with 12 members; a congregation, often of 100 peo-
ple, crowded the schoolroom, numbers failing to gain 
admittance. A good Sunday School has been organ-
ized, and now arrangements are being made to build 
a church. Brother Chase also preaches at Hillsboro, 
and Lake Valley, the former twelve, and the latter 
thirty miles from Kingston." 
By the following year a 30ft x SOft building of stone 
was under construction at Kingston. They noted that 
it would be the frrst such stone building in the town. 
One legendary story is that Sarah Jane Orchard, 
known as Sadie to her patrons, who ran a brothel in 
Kingston, sent her girls out to the saloons to collect 
money, raising $1500 to build the first church in 
Kingston. "The structure went up and the opening 
services were held. Sadie and her 'soiled doves' at-
tended but were promptly snubbed by proper citizens. 
She never again entered the church." (It seems likely 
that this was the Methodist Episcopal Church, but 
the evidence is inconclusive.) Always a colorful char-
acter in the area, Sadie later moved to Hillsboro and 
married the owner of the Stage Coach. She soon be-
came the only known female stage coach driver in 
New Mexico history. 
During the construction of the church in the 
spring of 1889, Rev. Chase was injured and laid up 
for weeks. Still by September of 1889, with the 
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church partially finished, worship was taking place at 
"an imposing stone church" on the main street of 
Kingston. The number of full members was 15, but 
with 125 enrolled in the Sunday School program. 
"The work has been slow, and at times, it seemed as if 
the gospel seed was doomed to rot in the soil at King-
ston, but of late, it has been springing up." So wrote 
Rev. T L Wiltsee in his report. He also noted that the 
community was experiencing a "season of depression" 
economically in 1889. 
In truth, there was now more silver being mined 
throughout the west than was needed. Help came in 
the form of the Shermon Silver Purchase act which 
was passed by Congress 1890. It required the govern-
ment to purchase more silver with notes that could be 
redeemed for either silver or gold. Within 3 years, 
however, this policy was to have dire consequences. 
Meanwhile, in addition to his injury, Rev Chase 
also faced a mounting personal debt, incurred in the 
process of building the church. This caused him to 
locate to Kingston for part of the year while giving the 
work up to Charles V Owen. Some complaints soon 
arose against Charles Owen, which led to an investi-
gation. Upon closer examination they discovered that 
Charles Owen lacked the proper credentials to be a 
pastor, and may not have ever been a member of the 
Methodist church. He was quickly dismissed. 
N W Chase, who had remained in the area, essen-
tially continued his work, laying the groundwork for a 
church at Hillsboro as well. Having taken care of his 
indebtedness, N W Chase was then moved to Las 
Cruces, leaving the work in the hills to be supplied 
one more. In his report Harwood noted that Hillsboro 
was now the County Seat and a growing town. It was 
time for a church to be built there. 
It is Rev. Henry Carlson who is appointed next to 
the Kingston/Hillsboro Charge. At Hillsboro he 
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preached a sermon on "A Temple of Worship for the 
Lord." As later reported, "the people were moved to 
undertake a new church. Although the new church is 
plainly the outgrowth of this inspired Methodist ser-
mon, by one of those uncontrollable tides which arise 
in the affairs of new communities, the enterprise got 
upon a union basis. The building is advancing to 
completion ... but it remains to be seen how far it will 
be conducive to the ultimate strength of Christianity 
in that charge." 
So the hoped for Methodist Church became The 
Union Church at Hillsboro. It was outfitted with opera 
house chairs of metal and wood, with a hat rack un-
der each chair, and a chandelier with space for 12 oil 
lamps to be individually filled and lit. Thomas Har-
wood, himself, dedicated the Union Church building 
in May of 1893. The building still stands in 2008 and 
still serves as the community church. 
Meanwhile, the school at Kingston, which had 
been using the stone church building, moved out into 
their own building in 1893. This required that the 
church be "reseated." That was done and the church 
was dedicated. 
In 1893, however, trouble in the railroad industry 
led to a national economic downturn, which caused 
many to demand gold in exchange for their gold and 
silver certificates. This run on the banks caused for-
eign investors to also demand payment in gold, weak-
ening the US Gold reserve, and dropping the value of 
the dollar. 15000 companies and 500 Banks failed. 
The Sherman Silver Act was quickly repealed, and the 
value of silver plummeted. Silver mines all over the 
west were closed, some never to be opened again. 
The three mining communities were hit hard as 
mines closed and people moved away. Lake Valley 
was further disheartened by a fire that destroyed the 
main street in 1895. 
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Officially, both Kingston and Hillsboro were left to 
be supplied from 1893 to 1896, with supply pastors 
such as F M Day and J E Kilpatrick filling the pulpit. 
The latter is mentioned in the report in 1896 as hav-
ing "served this charge for the past year with great ac-
ceptability. When he took charge of this work he 
found but little of the spirit of Methodism there. A 
sort of go-as-you-please spirit prevailed. Out of this 
Brother Kilpatrick soon organized a good working 
church." Mention is also made, however, of the many 
removals taking place, a sure sign of decline in the 
community. 
The following year would note J E Kilpatrick, who 
had evidently been in ill health all along, now took a 
turn for the worse. Leaving the area to return home to 
Michigan in March of 1897, he fmally passed away 
there a few months later. 
Replacing him was Rev. J A Mussell, a pastor from 
the Canadian Methodist Church. By 1899, however, 
the report talked about the "empty houses and de-
serted streets and idle machinery" of Kingston and 
Hillsboro. In the midst of such an economic downturn 
the charge was left to be supplied for the following 
year. 
A local preacher, Henry Valkenburgh answered the 
call and by 1900 saw some success, showing an ac-
tual increase in membership, and the purchase of a 
parsonage for the charge, which had been the former 
home built by J A Mussell. 
Another young local pastor H E Parker was se-
cured to come for the next year but was late arriving. 
By 1901, the report was bleak. "At Kingston, almost 
the whole church and town are gone; one member in 
the town remains. The property is kept in good condi-
tion for the board of church extension, but it seems 
no longer possible to keep up regular services period. 
What can be done remains to be seen, but the outlook 
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is not encouraging. Really all that there is left of the 
circuit is at Hillsboro, where regular services are 
maintained, but under difficulties and discourage-
ments." 
Hillsboro was left to be supplied and was filled 
part of the next year by ALDay. Soon he left also, 
however, to return to Kansas with his wife. 
The following year, 2 more pastors filled in, H B 
Hammond, and J G Rouff. The Circuit was left empty, 
however, for more than half the year, and as they 
noted had "been embarrassed by many removals." 
By 1904, the report notes that someone was sent 
up for a day or two every quarter, but that otherwise 
the circuit was left unfilled. "We still hold the property 
at Las Cruces and Kingston" he notes, "but have nei-
ther members nor service at either place." 
In 1905 the report notes that the inhabitants of 
Kingston, Hillsboro and Lake Valley combined would 
now "only make a small village." The boom and bust 
cycle of mining and economic change had left few 
people to be served. Still, once a quarter, someone 
came to preach in the circuit. "We still hold our inter-
est in the Union Church building in Hillsboro," he 
wrote, "and continue to own the stone building in 
Kingston, but have services at long intervals in Hills-
boro and Lake Valley only." They pondered abandon-
ing the field, but argued that "to abandon the faithful 
few because they are few seems hardly in accordance 
with the spirit and genius of Methodism." The num-
ber of full members on the roll for the circuit was now 
8. 
Hillsboro was then attached to a circuit out of Sil-
ver City. 
In 1908 the pastor of Silver City, J M Jackson was 
appointed to look after the property interests in King-
ston and Hillsboro, "they being without active work at 
the present time." 
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A final mention of Hillsboro in 1912 notes that it 
has been ((almost depopulated of English speaking 
people and not withstanding the faithful work by C H 
Boddington [who had just arrived] I am of the opin-
ion that this field must be temporarily abandoned." 
It should be noted, however, that this is just the 
report of the English Mission, and that the Spanish 
work in the area continued separately, with Hillsboro 
becoming part of the Spanish District at the forma-
tion of the combined NM Conference in 1915. 
One interesting side note from the Spanish work 
concerns Cristobal Salazar, who became a preacher 
in 1884. In 1887 while at Kingston, Thomas Harwood 
listened to some of the Americans there saying that 
they didn't think that Salazar was doing much at 
Hillsboro. With this in mind, Harwood thought that 
perhaps he should simply recommend his discontinu-
ance. Later when the stage stopped for breakfast at 
Hillsboro, he went to Salazar's house to talk to him. 
He found the family saying their morning prayers, 
and later wrote, ((His prayer saved them." (<rhe 
thought came to me, (Perhaps this is the only family 
in Hillsboro where they have family worship." Salazar 
was 58 years old when he passed away at Hillsboro in 
1889. 
In spite of fire and flood and the transfer of the 
County Seat to Hot Springs (Truth or Consequences) 
in 1936, the community of Hillsboro never became a 
ghost town. Perhaps some 150 residents still call it 
home today. 
The post office in Kingston closed in 1957, but the 
Black Range Lodge, part of which dates to 1880, still 
serves guests, and there are perhaps 35 people still 
living in the community. 
Lake Valley, the former stage stop, with ((12 sa-
loons, three churches, two newspapers, a school, 
stores, hotels, stamp mills and smelters" closed their 
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post office in 1954 and the last resident left town in 
1994. 
The history of the Methodist Church in such min-
ing communities demonstrates the boldness with 
which these early pioneer preachers approached their 
task. They entered early into what was often an un-
friendly environment for a church. Where there was 
no soil worth tilling, they labored to create it. They 
preached, taught, made disciples and became part of 
the community, finally building a church where and 
when they could. 
The record also shows how reluctant they were to 
leave any field of ministry once attained, even when 
the community could no longer support a pastor. In 
those days, the Methodist Church came quickly and 
left slowly, so as to be sure that they had left no soul 
behind. 
Those who labored in such places did not always 
see grand results, but history has a long view of such 
things. The people whose lives they touched in these 
mining camps eventually moved on to other places, 
leaving behind an empty building, but when the left 
they took their new faith with them. Later, when they 
settled again, they became a part of the church in 
some other community. So the effort of these pioneer 
preachers and church members was never really lost. 
It simply moved to another place, and no doubt, even 
today, we still owe much to th,eir prayers and their 
faithful service. 
When the old stone church at Kingston was torn 
down, a letter was removed from the cornerstone. It is 
from N W Chase, dated August 12, 1888. It reads in 
part; 
(( ... Since we have been requested to make a regular 
deposit in the archives of this Earthly Temple 
which is to be dedicated to Almighty God; the de-
posit is not of a metallic substance which will cor-
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rode and waste away amid the ravages of time, but 
we deposit thoughts, facts, and truths, which we 
put in their dark hiding place, there to remain un-
til in the coming centuries, others shall open the 
long deposited casket, then will they come in con-
tact with our thoughts, feelings, and hopes, which 
will influence them, and they in turn will influence 
others and so on through time into eternity. In 
view of the fact that we are traveling to that un-
seen country from whose bourn no traveler ever 
returns, may we build for ourselves such character 
that when time shall be no more we shall have a 
building of God, a house not made with hands, 
eternal in the heavens." 
Amen. 
Resources 
"History of Hillsboro, a Walking Tour Guide." \\-"\VW.zianet.com/ 
hbolib/hilsboro.html. Betty B Reynolds. September 24, 2004. 
Hillsboro Community Library. June 26, 2008. 
Ethelbert H J Andrews. "History of the Mission." (unpublished 
journal entry, 1896) 
Harwood, Thomas. History of New Mexico Spanish and English 
Missions of the Methodist Episcopal Church. vol II. Albuquer-
que, NM, El Abagado Press, 1910. p 399. 
Patsy Crow King. Sadie Orchard. Anthony, TX, Patsy Crow King, 
2008. 
"Kingston." www.ghosttowns.com/states/nm/kingston.html. 
"Lake Valley." \VWW.ghosttowns.com/states/nm/lak~valley.h.tml. 
"At the laying of the cornerstone of the 1rst ME Church, King-
ston, New Mexico by Rev. N W Chase chaplain of the F&AM Aug 
12, 1888." N W Chase, Unpublished Manuscript. 1888. 
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IN MEMORY 
FROM the 2008 New Mexico Conference Journal 
52. Deceased (List alphabetically in the spaces provided) 
a) What associate members have died during the year? 
Effective: None 
Retired: None 
b) What probationary members have died during the year? (Indicate cre-
dential.) 
Effective: None 
Retired: None 
c) What elders in full connection have died during the year? 
Effective: None 
Retired: 
Name Date Of Birth Date Of Death 
John Lucian Carpenter 1/22/1916 3/22/2008 
James Errol Caswell 10/19/1941 10/22/2007 
Roy Frank Melugin, Jr. 6/6/1937 4/9/2008 
James William Miller 7/25/1927 4/1/2008 
Dean Simmons 3/3/1941 5/10/2008 
d) What deacons in full connection have died during the year? 
Effective: None 
Retired: None 
e) What local pastors have died during the year? 
Effective: None 
Retired: 
Charles Price- 9/14/2007 
The following pages are meant to share some of the historical 
record of those names most recently added to our Honored 
Dead. We can not hope to tell their full story of sacrifice and 
seiVice in so few words, but here is where they left their foot-
prints in our story ... 
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Carpenter, John Lucian 
New Mexico: 37 PM; 39 FE; 80 RE 
APPOINTMENTS 
New Mexico: 37 Roy; 39 Clint; 43 
Chaplain Army; 45 St. Mark's, El Paso; 
47 Silver City; 51 Trinity, Albuquerque; 
55 Clovis District; 57 St. John's, Santa 
Fe; 62 Asbury, El Paso; 65 First, Carls-
bad; 68 Los Alamos; 72 First, Farming-
ton; 74 First, Hobbs; 78 First, El Paso; 
79 Co-Pastor Trinity-First, El Paso; 80 
Retired; 82 Conference Archivist; 84 Retired 
DOB: 01/22/1916- Roby, TX 
DOD: 03/22/2008- Albuquerque, NM 
EDUCATION: McMurray College: BA 1937, Honorary Doctor of Divinity 
from McMurry College in 1960 
MARRIED: Lamoine Criswell 08/30/1937 
CHILDREN: Marilyn, Jean, John R, Daniel R 
NOTEWORTHY 
Served as an Army Chaplain in Europe during WWII, awarded a Bronze 
Star. 
Founding pastor of St Marks, El Paso; Sec. Bd of Pensions, Registrar Bd 
of Ministry, Chm Bd of Education, Chm Commission on Insurance, Trus-
tee St Pauls School of Theology, Trustee Meth. Mission Home; 
Served as Clovis District Superintendant under Bishop Angie Smith 
Wrote a history of Methodism in New Mexico and spoke at the 1976 Bi-
centennial Annual Conference. Established the New Mexico Conference 
Archives. Named the first Conference Archivist in 1982. 
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Caswell, James Errol 
New Mexico: 64 PM; 68 FE; 07 RE 
APPOINTMENTS 
New Mexico: 64 AAS; 67 SMU Assistant 
Dean; 75 Assistant Vice President Stu-
dent Affairs SMU; 88 Vice President Stu-
dent Affairs SMU; 07 Retired 
DOB: 10/19/1941 , Aztec, NM 
DOD: 10/22/2007, Dallas, TX 
EDUCATION: Southern Methodist University: BA 1963, Bdiv 1966, 
Master of Sacred Theology, 1970; 
Columbia University: Master of Arts in student personnel services 1972, 
Doctor of Education in higher and adult education 1978, postdoctoral 
studies in Harvard University's Institute of Educational Management in 
1984 
MARRIED: Lucy Goodrich 08/2/1963; 4/15/1978 Jacqueline Moe 
CHILDREN: James Robert, Benjamin 
NOTEWORTHY 
Son of Dr Servin Caswell, 
Spent nearly five decades at SMU as a student, teacher and administra-
tor. Member of the NM Conference Board of Higher Education and Min-
istry. Served as president of the Dallas Council on Alcoholism and Drug 
Abuse; as president of OPEN, Inc. (Offender Preparation Education Net-
work, Inc.); and as president of the Board of Directors of the Boys and 
Girls Clubs of Greater Dallas. 
"Students benefited from his wisdom and fairness, and he was very ef-
fective in working with parents. Jim was calm and unflappable, two pre-
requisites for his position. He made SMU a better place." - Ruth Sharp 
Altshuler 
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Melugin, Roy Frank Jr. 
New Mexico: 60 PM; 69 FE; 99 RE 
APPOINTMENTS 
New Mexico: 60 AAS; 67 continuous 
appt to Austin College; 99 Retired 
DOB: 06/06/1937 
DOD: 04/09/2008 
EDUCATION: McMurry University BA 1959; Southern Methodist Univer-
sity BD 1962; University of Toronto Graduate study in Near Eastern Lan-
guage 1962-63; Yale MA 1965; Yale PHD 1968; Post Doctoral Studies at 
the University of Heidelberg 1973-74; Post Doctoral Studies at Claire-
mont Graduate School, 1980 & 1987-88. 
MARRIED: Sylvia Melugin 1962 
CHILDREN: Cynthia, Annella 
NOTEWORTHY: 
Served as a professor to Austin College throughout his service to the 
New Mexico Conference. 
Marie Cloud Professor of Religion, Religion Department Chair, Research 
chair Society of Biblical Literature, Research Professor of Hebrew Bible 
at Brite Divinity School. Visiting Professor Austin Presbyterian Theologi-
cal Seminary 1977, Adjunct Professor at Perkins School of Theology 
1985; Named Professor of Religion Emeritus at Austin College in 1999. 
An internationally recognized scholar who authored works on the books 
of Isaiah and Amos. "He was always known as a stimulating teacher and 
wise mentor for his many students as well as a resourceful and dedi-
cated faculty colleague." Although retired, he continued to work with stu-
dents, helping them with graduate studies, until just a few days before 
his death. 
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Park; 83 Alpine; 91 Retired 
NW Texas: 87 Slaton 
Miller, James William 
New Mexico: 56 PM; 58 FE; 91 
RE 
APPOINTMENTS 
Central Texas: 54 Clairette 
New Mexico: 56 AAS; 58 St. 
James, El Paso; 61 Van Horn; 64 
St, Paul's, El Paso; 68 First, 
Hobbs; 74 St. Paul, Las Cruces; 
79 First, Artesia; 79 IL; 80 Tobin 
DOB: July 5, 1927 in Erath County, TX Grady Miller & Beulah Oliver 
Miller 
DOD: April1, 2008 Stephenville, TX 
EDUCATION 
Huckaby HS -1945; Attended John Tarleton College, North Texas State 
University; McMurry College - 1955; Perkins - 1958 
MARRIED: Nita Smith, June 1955 in Gruver, TX 
CHILDREN: Donna, Janna, Jamie 
NOTEWORTHY 
Served in the US Navy 
McMurry College Board of Trustees 1970's 
Honorary Doctorate from McMurry 1982 
Chairperson for the Committee for Evangelism, NM Conference, 
Denman Evangelism Award 1989 
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Simmons, Dean E. 
Memphis: 77 PM; 80 FE; 06 
RE 
APPOINTMENTS 
Memphis: 74 Friendship; 75 
Friendship/Bethel; 76 Bethel 
Southern Indiana: 82 Wesley; 
85 LA (6 month Missionary trip 
to Kenya, Africa) 
Oklahoma: 86 Bethel, Seminole 
New Mexico: 87 Mackey Chapel, Odessa; 90 St James/Myrtle, El Paso; 
00 Santa Cruz; 04 IL; 06 Retired 
DOB: 3/3/1941 
DOD: 5/09/2008 Oklahoma City, OK 
EDUCATION: 
Memphis State BS; Methodist Theological Seminary MDiv. 
MARRIED: Carolyn Jones, May 1970 
CHILDREN: Rosalyn, Dean B 
NOTEWORTHY: 
Served on the NMAC Commission on Religion and Race from 1987 
through 1995, Spent a decade serving St James/Myrtle in El Paso; Or-
ganized a Ministerial Alliance of Black Pastors in El Paso; Served on the 
El Paso District Committee on Ordained Ministry from 1993 through 
1996; Author of Forty Days to Jerusalem: Following the footsteps of Je-
sus, ISBN 1932701907, published Feb 2005 
EXCERPT:"Jesus' final trek to Jerusalem was intended to break down 
and to challenge the barriers of racism, sexism, and the religious barrier 
that existed between the Jews and Samaritans ... That's the nature of the 
God we serve. He is just in all of His doings, and the ground at the foot 
of the cross is level and every person stands shoulder to shoulder. In the 
sight of God, there are no "big l's" or "little u's", for God is no respecter of 
persons." 
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Price, Charles E. 
New Mexico: 1957 LP; 67 OD; 91 
RE 
New Mexico: 57 Sierra Blanca; 58 
Western Hills, El Paso; 65 Dell City; 
66 Grace, El Paso, assistant; 68 St. 
John's Alb, assistant; 91 Retired 
DOB: 4/10/1926 Holyoke, Massa-
chusetts 
DOD: 9/14/2007 Albuquerque, NM 
EDUCATION: Studied at Concordia Collegiate Institute, Bronxville, NY, 
1944-45; Studied at UTEP 1960 
MARRIED: Katherine Rodehauer 2/7/1948, DOD 10/16/1977 (no chil-
dren); Joannis D. Price 8/5/1979 
CHILDREN: Kathleen Mclaughlin, Jackie Fitzpatrick, Robert Putnam 
NOTEWORTHY: Drafted into the Army, November 1945, serving mainly 
at Fort Bliss, TX. Assistant to Methodist Chaplain George H Birney. Dis-
charged June 1947.Worked for El Paso Natural Gas for 10 years. Or-
dained a permanent Local Deacon by Bishop Angie Smith in 1967, under 
the 1964 Discipline. "It was always my intention to be a career assistant." 
he wrote. Assistant Pastor at St John's UMC, Albuquerque for 23 years, 
continuing part time there after retirement. Involved in the creation of the 
Police Chaplaincy Program in Albuquerque, serving as a volunteer chap-
lain for 22 years. Vice President of Light and Liberty Jail Ministries. UM-
COR Area Coordinator of Disaster Relief for NWT & NM Conferences for 
16 years. Named a Living Archive in 1999. Known for his compassion 
and his humor. 
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Elizabeth A Collins 
NM Conference 
Archivist 
1992-2006 
Elizabeth A Collins, 
who served as the Archi-
vist for the NM Confer-
ence from 1993 to 2006, 
died on March 25, 2008 
in Albuquerque. She had 
been struggling to recover 
from cancer surgery for 
several months. 
Bom July 24, 1942, Elizabeth Ami Corbin grew up in 
Dumas, TX. She was active in 4H and home econom-
ics in high school, and decided early on that she 
wanted to be a teacher. After graduating from Texas 
Womens University in Denton, Texas, in 1968, she 
joined the Bureau of Indian Education and moved to 
New Mexico to teach at the Chuska Boarding School 
at Tohatchi. 
Housing was provided for those teachers working 
on the reservation, near Gallup, New Mexico. It was 
there she met her best friend, Jeanette Wilson, while 
attending a Bible Study Teacherage at Tohatchi. 
Her brother Gerald came to visit her there andre-
calls how much she loved her new teaching job. Part 
of the challenge, she told him, was leaming a new 
culture. Everything was different. She soon learned, 
however, to live and work within that culture, and to 
help her students succeed. 
Jeanette recalls how Elizabeth loved the kids she 
taught. She often created small care packages, combs 
and toothbrushes, etc, to give to the kids. She pro-
vided transportation for one particular Navajo family 
to attend church with her, resulting in their conver-
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sion to Christianity. 
On one occasion she decided that she was going to 
befriend a woman at the BIE who was known for be-
ing quite "grumpy." Over many weeks she brought 
flowers and other small gifts, talked and listened, and 
in the end not only made a friend, but also won her to 
the Lord. 
She continued her education, receiving her Mas-
ters degree from Northern Arizona University at Flag-
staff, Arizona. 
Sometime later, she met her husband, Robert 
Collins, while attending the Nazarene Church in 
Gallup. They were married on April 3, 1976. They 
moved to Albuquerque, where she continued to teach 
as a substitute for the Bureau of Indian Education, in 
such places as Acoma, Laguna, San Felipe, and Is-
leta, for several more years, traveling where she was 
needed. 
During that time, she sought and received her Li-
brary Science degree from the University of New Mex-
ico, and after the death of Twila Roller in 1992, Eliza-
beth Collins became the new archivist for the New 
Mexico Annual Conference. Rev. Larry Krueger, the 
chairperson of the Archives and History Committee 
noted the change and wrote in his report, "Liz has a 
sparkle and joy about history and is ready to help you 
in whatever way she can." She continued to do just 
that for the next 13 years. 
Rev. Krueger recalls that "Liz was a very dedicated 
person and served the conference well in that position 
willing to work in very challenging circumstances to 
keep the historic records for the conference. I know 
in that process we moved the archives from University 
Heights UMC into the new conference office only to 
discover there was not adequate room for us there, so 
we moved back to University where the archives were 
until the new conference office was acquired." She 
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and her husband actually did much of the work, 
climbing 3 flights of stairs carrying boxes and furni-
ture. 
From that location she worked to answer ques-
tions, provide information to researchers, and receive 
hundreds of items that were added to the archives. To 
further her understanding of archival science she 
regularly attended jurisdictional workshops. She even 
participated in the homeless ministry of University 
Heights UMC, adding small bibles she had purchased 
to the lunch sacks that were distributed there. 
She was decidedly ecumenical in both doctrine 
and service. In addition to her responsibilities at the 
Archives, she regularly taught a Korean Sunday 
School class, and worked with the Stephen's Ministry. 
When the decision was made to move the archives 
to the new NM Conference Office in 2006, she spent 
weeks making preparations. As time for Annual Con-
ference approached, however, she decided that the 
time had come to resign and tend to some family 
needs. 
After her retirement, her health began to fail. A 
strong proponent for natural wellness, and never one 
for doctors, it became a frightening time for her, as 
one problem led to another. Multiple surgeries left her 
weak, and in time she became too ill to communicate 
even with her husband. 
She fmally passed away and was butied in a small 
graveside service at Sunset Memorial Park in Albu-
querque, on Saturday March 29, 2008. 
Her husband, Robert Collins, still lives in the 
trailer they moved into in 1977. Her brother, Gerald 
Corbin, lives in Saginaw, TX. 
The family suggested that memorial contributions 
should be made to the American Cancer Society. 
- Will Steinsiek 
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Archives and Historical Society 
Purpose: The purpose of this Society shall be to aid 
in the collection and preservation of facts, docu-
ments, reports, records, relics, memoirs, books, peri-
odicals, reminiscences, etc. which may be of historic 
value relating to the origin and growth of the United 
Methodist Church and its historic antecedents within 
the bounds of the New Mexico Annual Conference. 
Membership in the NM Conference Historical Society 
is open to all interested persons. 
Annual dues are $10.00 per calendar year (January 
to December), which shall include 2 copies of the New 
Mexico Conference United Methodist Historical Jour-
nal to be received by mail in May and November. 
Living Archives Awards are presented at the Annual 
Conference. The criteria for selection are as follows: 
One clergy and one lay person ''who [have} given 
exemplary service to the NMAC on the local, dis-
trict, jurisdictional and general conference levels 
for many years." 
Nominations may be made either by letter or EMAIL 
to the Archives at the NM Annual Conference Office. 
The nomination should describe the reasons you be-
lieve that the individual deserves consideration, shar-
ing their spiritual joumey, any offices held, recogni-
tion or honors received, and their contribution to the 
life of the NM Annual Conference. 
Kate Warnick Award for the Best Local Church His-
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tory written during the past year. Guidelines are 
available and entries should be addressed to W. J. 
Bryan III, P.O. Box 750133, Dallas, TX 75275 by 
January 31. Copies of the guidelines are available 
from Will at the Archives. 
Archives and History Endowment: 
A fund has been established to benefit the NMAC 
Archives, with the goal of raising $100,000. As of 
July 2008 the fund had $7266. Donations to this 
fund are tax deductible and may someday be used for 
the day-to-day operations of the Archives. The salary 
of the archivist is temporarily being provided by the 
Conference Administration account, but this may not 
be possible on a long-term basis. We welcome any 
and all donations. 
Please consider supporting this fund to help pre-
serve and share our history. 
REPORT from the 2008 HERITAGE TOUR: 
By Will Steinsiek 
There were only a few of us able to make the jour-
ney, and we were unable to hold a Historical Society 
Meeting. Nevertheless, the 2008 Heritage Tour was 
worthwhile, and produced some interesting results. 
In Peralta, they had a recently found book on dis-
play - the Quarterly Conference Record for the Peralta 
Mission starting in 1896! We managed to borrow it to 
make a copy, promising to return later and work with 
them on their archives. They also had a very old 
photo that included Thomas Harwood. 
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We boarded a 
bus and trav-
eled to the 
grave of Am-
brosio Gonza-
les. It was a 
moving mo-
ment to stand 
at the grave of 
the first con-
vert to Metho-
., -..... ..:~'if>'-'=""-"".- ;>t:...-aiiloi<NII--~~adism in New 
Mexico (1853), 
who already had a class of 42 people by the time that 
Harwood arrived in 1871 and finally granted him a 
license to preach. Special thanks to Don Honeyfield. 
Lunch at 
Belen was a won-
derful treat, and 
a chance to see 
their new sanctu-
ary, as well as to 
drive by the old 
building. 
Near San 
Acacia, we 
stopped by the 
road, to see in 
plain view, a part of the El Camino Real on a hill 
nearby, and learn about Larry Castillo-Wilson's re-
search and efforts to preserve it. 
In Socorro, we were greeted by Raquel Mull, at 
the church, and both Larry Castillo-Wilson and I 
talked about our own experiences there in the late 
70's and early 80's. Then we stopped at the old MECS 
building from 1883, and shared the story of Rev. 
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Tardy's death from smallpox, as well as the 1880 kill-
ing of Conklin and the vigilante movement that fol-
lowed. 
We arrived at the El Camino Real International 
Heritage Center about 3:30 and had time to learn 
more about the important trade route between Mexico 
and New Mexico. (Ambrosio Gonzales spent part of 
his life traveling this highway before his conversion.) 
Dinner at Truth or Consequences with Rev. David 
Humphrey and his wife at the La Cocina was a social 
and culinary delight . 
The following day, I 
showed up at the 
church and was allowed 
the opportunity to drag 
out a ladder and 
climbed on to the roof 
to see and take pictures 
of the bell that R A 
Crawford rescued from 
San Marcial after the 
flood in 1929. I preached at the morning service, and 
then we stayed for lunch with them, enjoying the 
wonderful food that had been prepared. 
We arrived at 
Hillsboro about 
2:00 and were 
greeted by Rev 
Russell Bowen, 
the pastor at the 
Union Church, 
originally con-
structed in 1893 
and dedicated by 
Thomas Harwood. 
The building is 
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~___,---~__,...,~~-........--........... --w very well main-
tained, and little 
changed, and the 
iron and wood 
",':~;:;I'!'~J!'if..f!.~~! opera seats and 
the oil lamp 
chandelier are a 
special delight. 
We also made a 
stop at the Black 
Range Museum. 
The day ended 
with a stop at the black range lodge, a Bed and 
Breakfast in Kingston. No trace of the old Stone 
Church still exists, but it was interesting to be in the 
midst of a ghost town that once housed 1400 miners, 
and now has 35 residents. It is a beautiful and peace-
ful place. 
Home then with many pictures and some useful 
knowledge. 
A booklet with some research and history about 
each location was prepared and distributed to every-
one who went. I will be happy to send a copy to any-
one who requests it. 
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